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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos Estrada Barde has contributed to the dictionary with 96 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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0 killer
0 killer is incorrectly written and should be written as ' 0 Killed "being its meaning:<br>OK = 0 Killed ( Fake ) I was used
in war to indicate who had not died. An expression born in the first half of the 19th century of the jocular occurrence of
the editor of a newspaper, and that eventually would become the most successful Americanism of the history.

a cagar
1. it is an expression that is used when one does something with much encouragement or with great effort, or using all
the resources. 2. also used when an action is performed regardless of the consequences which this could collapse.

a calzon quitado
to removed Calzón is incorrectly written and it should be written as "a Calzón got" being its meaning:<br>Phrase which
means to speak truthfully and without fear, completely sincere, without taboo.

a la chucha
Way of saying " very far " or something very distant.

a la hora del pico
Expression used to say that something happens too late, or too late.

a la mano
You have something on hand means that it is easily accessible, which carries with it, that is close, that can be obtained
without further complicating.

a la mierda
1 expression that is used when something is very far away, similar to use " to the 34 chucha. 2 an expression that is
used to give up trying to perform an action of great difficulty or set aside all what he was doing.

a las tantas
Anytime I indicated.

a lo gringo
Not wearing underwear.

a lo schumacher
Do something very fast.

a manopla
Make something handmade, rustic, without help from machines.

abacer
abacer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Abacería" being its meaning:<br>Grocery store



agarrar pal columpio
Annoy or make fun is of someone.

agilao
Person not very clever, silly, not agile.

aguja
Person very cargante or insistent, both that is annoying.

amigo en facebook
People on your friends list and that it is likely that you may not even know it.

andar acumulado
A person who has not had sex in a long time.

ando limpio
It is without money.

autonombrarse
Candidaterse, designated and choose if same, without calling an election.

bluetooh
Bluetooth is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bluetooth" being its meaning:<br>Bluetooth is an industrial
specification for Wireless Personal Area ( WPAN ) which enables the transmission of voice and data between different
devices via a link by radio frequency ISM band of 2.4 GHz.

cae el cassette
Cassette dropping someone means that he talked about something that should not, as telling a secret.

cauin
cauin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cahuin" as meaning:<br>Mapuche word that means tangling or
despair.

chamullar
Telling lies, inventing things, Miss the truth.

chicotea los caracoles
Phrase which means hurry or make it fast.

chicotear los caracoles
It apurase, hurry, similar to meterle chala.



chuca
Beating someone brutally.

clavar los ojos
Do not remove the look nor the attention to something.

con el culo a dos manos
Be very worried about something.

conspiranoico
Person that has it ridiculous and absurd belief of that a Government can lie or of that a group of people or an
organization can conspire to do something bad or criminal.

contar la firme
Tell the truth, be sincere and loyal.

dar la pasada
Let have sex.

darle los cinco minutos
Usually means that someone behaved in a way that is rare, unusual or strange for a while or small period of time.

de que se compone el día?
The day consists of hours, minutes, seconds, morning, afternoon, night, but also of each of the activities that we can do.

desenfriar
The word desenfriar does not exist, is an invented word to express a way of breaking the ice.If a relationship is cold,
warm, or desenfriarla.

esta jodido
It does not turn, everything comes out bad and then worse, living city, yeta, who has no options, at least positibas.

estar arriba de la pelota
Having a very good, be leseando, be enfiestado, happy and cheerful, perhaps with a bit of alcohol over.

estar choriao
Be up to the Crown, which is no longer a solution and gave up.

estar hasta la coronilla
Being tired, not give more, which implies to not know what to do to fix it.

estar jirafa



Be hung, meet with neck, do not understand anything.

estar mal de la redonda
That it fails the head, which is crazy as hell.

facebok
facebok is incorrectly written, and should be written as "facebook" being its meaning:<br>Social network worldwide.

faq en informatica
They are the initials of the English expression Frequently Asked Questions, which in Spanish can be translated as ''
questions asked ''. As such, it is a list of frequently asked questions with their respective answers on a topic in particular.

fome
Boring, no interesting or brightness.

fomingo
A mixture between Sunday and Fome, i.e. a boring day of the week.

forma elegante para decir vomitar
With your permission, I have ebbs, " I'll regurgitate "

friv juegos
Website in which there are many online games to have a good time having fun.

golazo
When they say to someone that the baby is and is not the father, that is a great goal.

google
The term "Google " It is based on the word " 34 googol; coined by Milton Sirotta, nephew of American mathematician
Edward Kasner. Refers to the number represented by 1 followed by 100 zeros, i.e., a very high figure.  Google uses this
term to reflect the mission to organize the large number of seemingly infinite information, and make it accessible and
useful to everyone.

guasapear
guasapear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "wasapear" as meaning:<br>According to the Foundation of
the Spanish urgent ( Fundéu ) '' written wasapear '' the verb which means to exchange messages via WhatsApp
application. Also the substantive '' wasap '' a message sent by the same means as it is considered by the Foundation.

haber pisado alguien buena &#40;o mala&#41; hierba
Salle one good or bad things.  Be a person of good or bad mood.

hacia y asia
1.Asia: name of a continente.2.Hacia: indicates direction.



hasta la médula
To the depths of the self.

holanda holanda que talca
Way in which a Chilean amicably, says Hi Hello, what?

huevón
In Chile means friend, also used the gentilicio hueon, more than dude.

las 17 reglas mas importantes del futbol
1. the ground game. 2. ball. 3.Numero of players. 4.Equipo of the players. 5.Arbitro. Line 6.Jueces. 7.duracion of the
party. 8.Saque output. 9.balon in game or out of juego.10.Tanto marcado.11.Fuera of juego.12.Faltas
incorrecciones.13.Tiros libres.14.Penal.15.Saque of banda.16.Saque of meta.17.Saque of corner.

lenteja
In addition to being a food, refers to something slow, time-consuming, that takes too long.

manfinflero
Young which is said that it is loose, moves lazily, or what time masturbating.

mangazo
Combo, hand hit.

mariquiar
Damn, tired, upset.

meao de perro
Be going through a very bad luck streak.

mestay o mequeri
Surprise and disbelief, I annoyed you or want to do it.

métele chala
Hurry up, hurry up.

mp3
1.Formato of digital compression for fast transmission of audio and video files through electronic Internet.2.Aparato used
to reproduce digital files with this compression format.

oler a gladiolos
In danger of death, the smell of gladiolus is used in reference to flowers that lead to the funeral.



oler mal un asunto
No matter by where you analyze the matter know that this evil, usually something fraudulent.

pajaron
Little pillo, slightly silly, not attentive, clueless.

patas negras
It tells black-footed hidden lover, to the Lach.

penca
Fome, boring, bad, of poor quality.

piernas
Lower limbs of human beings

pitiarse algo
1 break down something, damage, destruir.2. It also means to kill someone.

pollera colorada
In Chile, contact the pollera colorá, refers to get respect.You had to wear the pollera colorá, and him and plant a few
lights.

proyecto seti
SETI is an acronym for the English Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence, or intelligence Extraterrestre.El search
project consists of a parabolic antenna of radio telescope, located in Arecibo ( Puerto Rico ) that captures radio signals
in the frequency of the hydrogen, which is the most abundant element in the universe, particularly that of the neutral
hydrogen ( the 21 cm 41. This frequency ( that falls in the range of 41 radio; through seamless cloud of gas, dust,
atmospheres and galaxies, so finding a regular pattern in this frequency would be a symptom clear of that someone is
sending information intentionally. These signals from space are processed at the University of Berkeley and then in
small packages of 2 min of recording distributed collaborators volunteers from around the world who use their personal
computers to analyze the signals in question in order to determine whether in some of them is a sequence that can be
the product of an intelligent being.

que se teje
What happens, happens, that wave.

quemarse la cabeza
Think about something, no matter if you have a solution or not, or if we do wrong.

quien te hecho ficha
You who gave you the word.

quitarse la gorra
remove the CAP is incorrectly written and should be written as "hats off" being its meaning:<br>Reverence to someone



recognizing her abilities for something in particular, a way to say, bravo, great for what you've done, you applaud and I
respect.

rallado
Person crazy, mentally failed.

rallar la papa
Be mad or do crazy things, evil mind.

remar hacia atras
Take the against all, disagree with anything, everything seemed wrong.

sacarse el pillo
Make excuses, justify, explain that something happened trying to get guilt-free.

se le quema el arroz
Person gay.

se me apago la tele
That went to black, does not remember anything of what happened.

temazo
Very good song.

tener cuea
Having good luck.

tener mala cuea
Having very bad luck.

tiqui taca
Ready, perfect or in good condition.

tirarse un chancho
Erupt, expelling a gas through the mouth.

toda la carne a la parrilla
Put maximum effort into what we do, using all necessary means, do with much effort.

trolear
The verb trolear is a term used on the internet. This term describes the action of a person who is on the network and
whose aim is to provoke, disturb or seek dispute with other users.



vale hongo
Something of little importance or low quality.

vaquita
Collect money for a specific purpose.

vender la pomada
Lying, or deceiving someone.

volar la raja
Win with a very large win, win with many goals difference.

volar por los aires
When something jumps out very far, it is said that you flew through the air.

xabela
Reads chabela, which is a way of saying goodbye or chao. in this case the X replaces CH.


